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By Cody Walker

The Waywiser Press, United Kingdom, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Poetry. Move over Edward Lear, Lewis Carroll, Dr. Seuss, good old Anon, maybe even
William Blake after how many pints of ale. Here s Cody Walker who declaims and bargains an icicle
for a bicycle, a vale of tears for ten good years. Political, personal, this book is playful, pithy,
outrageously out of style (omg-less rhyme galore!), this gathering a dark, endearing treasure made
by accident and pure will. Beware: The LORD shall tickle thee with a feather duster, and boot thee
with a tire iron, and goose thee with an actual goose. Are these slippery inventions-- it all unravels --
really poetry? They come out of its ancient middle distance between wake and sleep and what the
hell: they mean. --Marianne Boruch In Cody Walker s THE SELF-STYLED NO-CHILD, the poet-father
sings to his new baby (read Cradle Song or Small Suite for perfect little servings of delight), but his
childlike playfulness has an internal source, too. The light verses in Walker s new collection often
have dark edges to them (see The Garden or We Hated Our Lives ), and his social and political...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is straightforward in study better to fully grasp. It is definitely simplistic but excitement inside the 50 percent of your publication. It is
extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ma z ie Johns IV-- Ma z ie Johns IV

A high quality book as well as the font applied was exciting to read through. This can be for all those who statte there was not a well worth looking at. I
discovered this ebook from my i and dad recommended this ebook to find out.
-- Mr . Monser r a t Wieg a nd-- Mr . Monser r a t Wieg a nd
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